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Summary: Through the years Cassie's picture frame has been filled
with many pictures. Reflection.

    Picture frames

  
> Pictures in their frames can change. I have discovered this over
the years that the picture in the frame will always need to
change.<br>   
> I remember before the war I had a picture of me and Rachel riding
horses. Her looking beautiful in her riding books and red jacket and
me looking stuff in a plaid shirt and overalls.<br>   
> That picture saddened me. We looked so happy. So innocent. We
weren't innocent now. Now we were killers.<br>   
> The war moved on. I wanted something to cheer me. It was picture
Rachel had taken as a joke. Jake had bumped into me. We had stunned
and almost amused looks on our face. I smiled when I looked at that
picture.<br>   
> Days went on. Now even the slight smile on Jake's or my face
saddened me. How could we smile knowing we killed so many? I burned
that picture. I cried and cried and hated myself for burning it, but
still I burnt it. I had to.<br>   
> A new picture then. Another one of Jake and I. we were at Rachel's
award dinner. We looked solemn but you could see a spark of love in
our eyes. I loved that picture. It represented us perfectly. Oh, I
loved that picture. Then as I looked in the background I saw a
glimpse of the table Jake's family had sat at I saw a glimpse of
something. It was Tom. He glared his eyes almost accusing. It seemed
like the real Tom had flown through those eyes. He cried out, "How
can you be in love and be happy while I am a controller. Why don't
you free me?" I could not bear those accusing eyes. And so I burnt it
too.<br>   
> My latest picture. It was a picture of the whole group. Even Tobias
and Ax in human morph. We all looked so happy. Rachel and Tobias
stared at each other. You could see the love flowing between them. I
suppose you could see that between Jake and I too. <br>   
> This was a good picture. This was the way we'd always be. Then that



horrible load of truth hit me. Last night...the battle. Rachel was
dead. I knew this picture would have to burn as well.<br>   
> I picked up the phone. "Hey Jake want to have a barbecue?"<br>

End
file.


